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associations can generate longterm social outcome improvement.
Opportunities for extractive companies
exist on three levels of shared value.
Companies have created new
markets for intermediate products
of extractive activity, such as using
process water for drinking or irrigation.
They have redefined productivity
in their value chains, for example
by strengthening local workforce
capabilities. And they have invested
in the local cluster supporting the
extractive sectors as well as in the
broader enabling environment for
the business. Companies at the
forefront in the sectors have taken
innovative approaches to overcome
internal barriers to shared value, and
have partnered with other relevant
stakeholders, such as NGOs and host
governments. They also have been
able to measure the business value of
their social investments, making the
case for shared value.
When extractive companies take a
shared-value perspective, they are
producing more than just minerals,
oil or gas. They are producing new
businesses, more vibrant economic
development, new opportunities for
professional growth, reductions in the
disease burden, and more effective
government to facilitate the longterm development of the community
in which they operate. This points
the way toward a better future for
companies and communities, which
will benefit both.
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Africa will continue to attract a
growing share of industry interest.
But new investment opportunities
are increasingly located in politically-,
socially- and environmentally-complex
places. In such environments, the
private sector often must compensate
for weak government capacity,
although civil society may be betterconnected. History has shown that
companies and investors must
consider the balance of interests with
host countries and communities.
Companies which invest to share the
benefits thrive, finding ways to add
more value to the local economy and
ecosystem in exchange for stability.
From Guinea to Peru, sourcing local
goods, services and skills is an obvious
opportunity to broaden positive
impact. Host governments are also
pursuing shared infrastructure – such
as transport, telecommunications
and power – linked to the extractive
industry in places like Mozambique,
Brazil and Chile. Creative solutions are
being sought, including renewables to
top up traditional sources and power
supplies to share.
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Moving towards
a Sustainable
Shared-Use Mining
Infrastructure Model
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Rail, port, energy and other forms of
infrastructure are critical to the mining
industry. Industry executives continually
strive to secure long-term logistics and
energy solutions that support efficient
and reliable operations at competitive
and predictable costs. Effective
infrastructure arrangements can also
enable mining companies to achieve
certain strategic advantages, including
a stronger presence in important
jurisdictions and markets. In frontier
countries, mining companies have
developed a preference for privately-
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owned infrastructure that they operate
and control as part of an “integrated”
operation. In developed countries,
mining companies are generally willing
(and often required) to utilize public
infrastructure provided directly or under
concession by the state, but they are
often able to do so on preferential or
exclusive terms.
The integrated and public infrastructure
models are well understood by mining
companies and their investors, and
have for many years supported largescale mining investment worldwide.
Each has, however, attracted criticism
from host governments, civil society,
development institutions and leading
academics. Moreover, in recent years,
some major mining groups, together
with their institutional investors, have
also questioned the status quo. At the
core of the (still evolving) debate over
mining infrastructure are the following
questions:
– Is the integrating mining
model compatible with critical
infrastructure facilities being used
by multiple parties and for multiple
purposes, thereby serving as a
catalyst for efficient development of
mineral resources and broad-based
economic development?
– Should host governments dedicate
the state’s limited financial
resources to the provision of costly
public infrastructure that primarily or
initially benefits mining companies,
and that could be funded with
private capital?

Commentators have suggested
that these concerns could be fully
addressed through a third model under
which infrastructure facilities are funded
privately but owned and operated
independently of mining companies
(and other users) on a shared-use or
“open access” basis. Unlike many
public infrastructure projects, which
routinely suffer from serious “demand
risk”, mining infrastructure benefits
from at least one (and potentially more)
long-term, highly-dependent mining
clients. If properly structured, this third
approach, for which ample precedent
exists in other industries, would be
highly bankable and achieve significant
synergies that translate into direct
cost savings for mining companies.
However, despite the potential for winwin solutions, workable shared-use
mining infrastructure is seen only rarely.
Responsibility for the dearth of
shared-use solutions must, somewhat
ironically, be shared among:
– Mining companies, which have
often sought to avoid giving or to
side-step infrastructure access
commitments to host governments
and have been reluctant to agree
rational shared-use arrangements
with their competitors
– Host governments, which often lack
the project preparation skills needed
to develop and impose workable
shared-use infrastructure solutions
and, subsequently, to enforce and
regulate them

– Project lenders, which have often
declined to grant the degree of
flexibility in lending terms required to
enable sharing scenarios
– Development agencies, which
could do more to fund or sponsor
solutions to key challenges, such as
the paucity of expert and credible
regulatory bodies
Despite past failures, the prospects
for achieving mining infrastructure
solutions that fairly and sustainably
balance the legitimate interests of
key stakeholders have improved
significantly in recent years. This is
due to various external factors that are
catalysing change, including:
– The emergence of “resourcefor-infrastructure” (R4I) schemes
promoted by China and other
resource-hungry countries, which
represent a competitive threat to
global mining groups and a new
and often compelling alternative for
host governments
– A growing realization that the next
generation of world-class mining
projects will require unprecedented
levels of capital investment in
infrastructure that exceed the
financial capacity of mining
sponsors and host governments,
which means that new funding
models and sources are required
– The demands of yield-hungry
institutional investors, who are
calling on mining groups to
demonstrate greater creativity and
responsibility in the deployment of
scarce financial resources
Any move by mining companies to
embrace a new model for their critical
infrastructure needs can occur only
gradually, and will not be possible
unless their legitimate concerns are
addressed. These include:
– How will the rules for shared-use
infrastructure be established and
enforced, and can appropriate
regulatory institutions be identified
or created in frontier countries?
Mining & Metals Industry Vision 2015
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– How will the capacity of host
governments to negotiate or broker
multi-user infrastructure solutions
be improved?
– Can shared-use infrastructure
solutions be structured,
commercially and contractually,
in a way that attracts the required
capital without putting mining
“clients” under undue financial
pressure?
– How will a first-mover mining client
be fairly rewarded for its risk-taking,
and can unfair free-riding by its
competitors be prevented?
– Can shared-use solutions play a
role in the mitigation of political,
financial and other risks and, if so,
how is this best achieved?
With improved host government
leadership, growing support from
key development institutions and the
goodwill of leading mining groups,
there is every reason to believe that
answers to these questions will soon
be found.
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Recent years have been quite trying for
the mining industry, from exploration
companies to producers. In 2013
alone, the top 40 mining companies
wiped away $280 billion in market
capitalization. From 2011 to 2014, the
TMX Venture index tumbled by 70%.
Everybody is blaming falling commodity
prices, but that obscures the fact that
many investors have lost faith in mining
companies. And who could blame
them? Cost overruns on projects
average 70%, according to law firm
Dentons. In fact, only one out of every
40 projects is completed on time and
on budget, PriceWaterhouseCoopers
research shows.
Investors are asking why. And
what they are finding out is that an
overwhelming majority of projects
derail due to mismanagement. The
chief culprits are a lack of clear
objectives and lax oversight during the
construction phase.
There is only one way for the mining
industry to restore investor confidence,
and that is to astutely manage
shareholder capital while building longterm companies.
While more and more people talk of
capital discipline, a welcome change,
that is not enough. Industry executives
need to know how to manage capital
throughout all the phases of a mining
project, and throughout the various
cycles. Know when and where to
invest. Demand higher returns than
the generic 15% when risks are
considerable. And focus on the long
term, not on quick wins.
The key to long-term success in a
cyclical industry is to preserve cash
flows when commodity prices are rising
to maintain a clean balance sheet. This
gives mining companies the flexibility
to weather the downturns and even
seize acquisition opportunities at the
bottom of the cycles. More often than
not, however, we see the opposite.
Companies spend their cash flows,
while they are enticed by investment
bankers to pile on debt or raise more
equity.

The past 10 years were exceptional for
gold producers, with the price of bullion
skyrocketing to a peak of $1,900
from a lowly $400. But how did gold
producers react? For the most part,
they spent lavishly on new projects and
acquisitions. Now, a number of them
are left in a vulnerable position.
Mining companies must also learn to
say no. When a company is faced with
hiring less than first-rate talent because
the best are no longer available,
when costs show signs of exploding,
it should instinctively hit the pause
button. Conversely, a mineral producer
must sometimes dare to build when
other mining companies are shelving
projects.
Our view? Mining companies need to
be bold without being rash. Disciplined
rather than swept by the latest frenzy.
Tomorrow’s leaders will innovate and
lead the way rather than take the shortsighted path so often taken by others.
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The mining industry has a long history
of technical innovation. Over the
past 100 years, major step changes
have resulted from new methods for
extracting minerals and metals, and
many companies and operations
have sought continuous improvement
and incremental technical changes to
enhance performance. In recent years,
however, the development of new
technologies has been inhibited by a
dramatic surge in demand, followed
by significant increases in costs and,
consequently, declining margins. While
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